
St. Andrew’s Primary School 

SNAG Minutes & Actions 

SNAG 68 Thursday 17th March 2022 

Present: Karen Walker, Donna Fagan, Jane Carpenter, Ewan, Izzy, Lucas, Hannah, Maisy, 

James, Helena, Archie, Charlotte, Felix, Noah, Tilly, Nathan, Hugo, Mariah  

Apologies: Amanda Hodgson 

Minutes of last meeting 

The minutes were agreed. 

Healthy Lunch Boxes 

Due to Covid restrictions this is on hold but will resume as soon as possible. 

Food Waste 

Due to Covid restrictions this is on hold. 

Food Tasting 

SNAG tried the lemon pancake biscuits from the cookie competition 

Gardening 

Gardening club have weeded the beds and classes are to choose seeds to plant. Mrs 

Carpenter asked for peas to be included. 

SNAG to remind classes about planting/Check if peas are an option 

Favourite Meals 

Spaghetti hoops have proved popular and will stay on the menu. Mrs Carpenter asked for 

ideas to have as an ‘extra’ with roast gammon. Suggestions included: Leeks & cheese, 

pineapple, different stuffing. Melted/ cooked cheese proved unpopular with some of SNAG, 

they are to ask in class who likes cooked cheese.  

Action: SNAG to find out if classes like cooked cheese 

Letter to Jamie Oliver 

The children looked at an article in First News about the quality of school dinners. They 

decided to write to Jamie Oliver to say how excellent the school dinners are at St. Andrew’s. 

Action: Year 6 SNAG members to write to Jamie Oliver 

 

 



Cookie Competition 

The cookie competition had been extremely popular with thirty-three entries. Martha won first 

prize and Ollie & Finley were runners up. Mrs Carpenter made the prize-winning cookies for 

tuck. All the highly commended cookies will be included for tuck. 

Queen’s Platinum Pudding 

Out of thousands of entries the St Andrew’s pudding made it to the last fifty! Sadly, it was not 

in the final five. Mrs Walker read the letter from Fortnum & Mason, something is on the way 

as a gesture of congratulations, how exciting! Mrs Carpenter is going to include the 

Raspberry & Peach Platinum Pudding for dessert next week. 

 

 

 

SNAG CHILDREN ACTION 

Remind classes about planting seeds/ peas 

Find out if classes like cooked cheese  

Write to Jamie Oliver (Year 6) 

 

Adult Action 
See minutes 
 

Date of next meeting: Wednesday 6th April @ 13:00 


